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Statement of Significance
Woss Steam Locomotive #113
Built 1920
Current location: Woss, BC
Introduction
Steam Locomotive #113 is appreciated by the local community, seen in the recent initiative to conserve and rehabilitate the
engine, create a heritage park for tourist and local recreational purposes, and provide interpretation for the locomotive and the
history of logging in the region.

Historical Chronology
Time Frame
1917

1918
1920
1925
1938
1941
1944

Concurrent Events
A pulp mill, sawmill and shingle mill are constructed at Beaver Cove by Beaver Cove Lumber & Pulp
Ltd., the beginning of large-scale logging operations in the lower Nimpkish Valley. Logging company
Wood & English establish a logging camp and logging railway at the head of Nimpkish Lake, with timber
destined for processing at Beaver Cove.
The original logging railway is built by the Nimpkish Timber Company, owner of Wood & English,
beginning with two geared engines and 10 kilometres of track.
The Beaver Cove Pulp Company constructs a railway to supply its small sulphite pulp plant and sawmill
at Beaver Cove.
Engine #113, a 135-ton Alco Rod Engine 2-8-2, is built for the Portland, Astoria and Pacific Railway as a
freight engine.
Wood & English build another sawmill across the bay from the pulp mill, renaming the community
Englewood.
John Prentice and Poldi Bentley form a furniture and paneling veneer company called Pacific Veneer.
They build a small mill employing 28 people on the Fraser River in New Westminster, B.C
The sawmill at Englewood ceases operation.
Prentice and Bentley seek to establish a stable log supply with the purchase of timber rights and
logging operations in the Nimpkish Valley on Vancouver Island which becomes the Englewood Logging
Division.
The Nimpkish Timber Company and the Beaver Cove Pulp Company merge to become Canadian
Forest Products.
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Woss Steam
Locomotive #113

Time Frame
1945
1947
1948

Concurrent Events
As trucks become more efficient after World War Two, the majority of logging railways begin to
disappear.
Included in the Nimpkish purchase is a small firm called Canadian Forest Products Ltd. and Prentice
and Bentley reorganize their operations under that name.
Canfor extends the original logging railway at Beaver Cove south of Nimpkish. A new logging camp,
Woss Camp, is established near Woss Lake and becomes the headquarters and maintenance centre for
the railway, which now extends 38 kilometres south of Nimpkish through the surrounding forest.
Alberni Pacific Railway purchases the Locomotive #113 and brings it to Chemainus for logging service.

1950

1952
1953

1957
1959

1960
1987
1988
2006
2011
2012

Canfor constructs a 20-25 foot wood fire lookout tower with a tent for the lookoutman at the top of
Lookout Mountain.
A standard Forest Service cupola-type sectional lookout structure measuring 14’ x 14’ replaces
the original wood tower and tent at the Woss fire lookout site. The site is operated co-operatively
between the Forest Service and Canfor.
The logging railway is extended further and the Vernon Lake logging camp and reload facility is established.
Canfor purchases the locomotive for its relatively new boiler, installed in 1938.
Canfor is commended for its fire-fighting equipment, personnel and adherence to rules and regulations
at both Woss and Vernon camps.
Canfor extends a final rail link along the east side of Nimpkish Lake creating a 90-kilometre main line
between Beaver Cove and Vernon, with reload sites at Vernon, Maquilla, Woss, and Camp A.
Hearings are held into the application for a tree farm licence by Canfor in the Nimpkish Valley. The
Forest Counsel recommends access clauses in the tree farm licence over the company’s roads, trails,
and via the railway as required.
Tree Farm Licence 37 is awarded to Canadian Forest Products.
The Woss lookout is deleted from the fire protection system.
The engine is restored at the Nimpkish shop and commences annual visitor tours until the 1990s.
Canfor’s Englewood division is sold to Western Forest Products Ltd. The forestry railway is renamed
Englewood Railway of Western Forest Products.
The Regional District of Mount Waddington acquires Locomotive #113 and begins plans for a
permanent heritage display featuring the engine.
The Wa’as Cooperative Agreement is enacted between the ‘Namgis First Nation, the Regional
District of Mount Waddington and the Woss Residents’ Association to develop parks and other future
initiatives.
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Statement of Significance
Woss Steam Locomotive #113
Built 1920
Current location: Woss, BC
Description
Western Forest Products’ Steam Locomotive #113 is located in the community of Woss in Electoral Area D of the Regional
District of Mount Waddington, in the Nimpkish Valley, northern Vancouver Island. The artifact is a typical steam locomotive
painted black, red and white, with an engine, cab and tender, and sits on a length of railway track. The historic place consists of
Engine #113 and the site of the future Woss living heritage park, as well as any artifacts associated with the engine and its use.
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Woss Steam Values
Locomotive #113 Steam Locomotive #113 has historical, scientific and social significance, particularly for its representation of the history of the
forest industry in the Nimpkish Valley, and for the attachment the local community holds for this engine.
Built in 1920 as a freight engine by the Portland, Astoria and Pacific Railway and one of the last steam logging engines to be
used in North America, the #113 has historical value for its link to the development of the logging industry on northern
Vancouver Island, and as a key part of the success of forestry in the Nimpkish Valley.
The engine is significant for its association with the history of the Englewood sawmill, a company established by Wood &
English beginning of large-scale logging operations in the lower Nimpkish Valley. The company was responsible for establishing a
logging camp and logging railway at the head of Nimpkish Lake, with timber destined for processing at Beaver Cove. The engine
further represents the expansion of the logging industry through its association with the creation of Canadian Forest Products
(now BC Forest Products) in 1944.
(A Kollman)

Today, the still-working railway is a tangible link to the past. The still-existing 130 kilometres of track, trestles and overpasses
link Steam Locomotive #113 to the operation of historical logging camps in the Nimpkish Valley - Nimpkish, Camp A, Woss,
Vernon and Beaver Cove - as well as to contemporary loading points at Vernon, Maquilla, Woss and Camp A. The logging sort at
Beaver Cove has evolved over time from a small logging community and is still in use today. A connection to the wider forest
industry and protection is the presence of the Woss fire lookout, a structure originally built to maintain the integrity of the
forest through fire detection and suppression.

The technology of steam railway power and the engineering feats required to construct the track through steep topography
and dense forest gives Locomotive #113 high scientific value. The engine is a 135-ton, Alco Rod Engine 2-8-2, representing the
wheel arrangement of two leading wheels on one axle, often used to handle steep mountain grades. The form, exterior details
and materials of engine #113 are important for illustrating the design, construction and operation of a steam logging engine, as
well as the ability to interpret how a typical steam engine works.
The locomotive is a symbol of technological changes in the forest industry, first seen in its engineering adaptation from a freight
locomotive to its use part of the Englewood logging railway infrastructure, and later representing the switch to diesel engines.
While the use of steam engines and logging railways diminished as trucks came into more common use after World War II, it
is significant that Canfor continued to expand the railway into the late 1950s as an efficient means of bringing logs to Beaver
Cove without the need to load and unload onto trucks.

With its last logging run in 1980, Steam Locomotive #113 has high social, memory and nostalgic value for the community
of Woss and the wider Nimpkish Valley. It is a symbol of the people who worked for many years on the logging railway and
in the forest industry in the region, and is valued as being a visual sign of identity and home for the Woss community. It
continues to be important to past residents who have moved away but return for train celebrations, contemporary logger
sports competitions and other events, and as a physical way of presenting the community’s history to new residents and new
generations.
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As part of the past tradition of long and magical excursions into the forest to see the logging railways and learn about the
forest, the industrial heritage of the engine has value as a potential tourism driver, part of a larger vision for the promotion of
heritage in the regional district, and building on past tourist interest in the logging railway and train tours by people from all
over the world.
Character-defining Elements
Site and context:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location in the community of Woss
Siting on a length of railway track
Ability to view the locomotive from all sides and from a viewpoint slightly uphill
Accessibility of the locomotive
Situation as the focal point of the Woss Living Heritage Park
View of the Woss fire lookout from near the engine
Still-existing railway track network and overpasses throughout the Nimpkish Valley forest

Steam Engine:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The rectangular mass and industrial form and character of the locomotive
Physical elements that illustrate the components of a steam engine including the chimney, dome, smokebox, boiler, firebox,
cab and tender
Elements that illustrate the operation of the engine, such as the cylinder driven and non-driven wheels, connecting rods and
valve-gear
Name “Canadian Forest Products Ltd.” painted on the tender
Typical red, white and black colour scheme
Number plate
Steam whistler
Patina acquired through use, repainting and repair
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Woss Heritage Park Interpretive Concept
Introduction
The purpose of this interpretation plan and accompanying site plan is the integration of the static Steam Locomotive #113 into
the new heritage site at Woss, creating a place of learning and reflection about the past, and a valuable resource for sustainable
community development and inter-cultural and intergenerational dialogue about the history of the place.
The interpretation is guided by the principles that artistic, literary, and memory-based interpretation be included alongside
historical, archaeological, and scientific material, and that interpretation of cultural heritage sites should relate to the wider
social, cultural, historical, and environmental context of Woss, the Nimpkish Valley and forestry in BC. Woss Heritage Park is
meant to be a sustainable and easily maintained recreation facility, with the ability for ongoing development and refinement of
(A Kollman) features and programs over time.
A Vision for Woss Heritage Park
Woss Living Heritage Park will provide a connection to the local forest industry and its important role as an economic driver
in the Nimpkish Valley. The place will provide an understanding of, and evoke nostalgia for, Steam Locomotive #113 and the
130 miles of still-existing logging railway track in the area. The Park will be a draw for tourists, and local Nimpkish Valley and
Vancouver Island residents, emphasizing the living heritage of Locomotive #113 through the presence of the still-operational
logging railway and the active logging industry.

Audience
Any interpretive plan must consider the needs of its users. The presentation of materials, the type of activities, and the
infrastructure support can vary with different people or groups visiting or working on the site. At the detailed design level,
language, visual communication, ergonomics, site supplies, and physical infrastructure such as trail surfaces and site grades
should be considered.
A diverse population will visit the Woss heritage park site, so it must appeal to a variety of people and groups. Because the site
encompasses parkland, trails and picnic opportunities, there is likely to be more local visitation.
(RDMW)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourists
The local population, including communities up and down the Nimpkish Valley
Families with children
One-time only visitors
Repeat visitors
Seniors

Heritage Park Concept Plan
The concept for the heritage park has been developed with Locomotive #113 at its heart. The historical roundhouse that was
part of the headquarters and maintenance centre for the railway at Woss has been used as a way of organizing the site and the
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Woss Heritage Park placement of site features and furnishings. As new artifacts are collected in the future, it also provides a logical way to display
Interpretive Concept them.
The concept provides a layout for the future parking lot, washrooms, picnic tables, play area and trail access. The form of the
play area is guided by the roundhouse layout. The plan also shows locations and conceptual designs for the viewing platform for
the locomotive and the interpretive / information kiosk.
The concept for the kiosk has been developed to reflect the roughness of Woss as a logging camp and the infrastructure of the
logging railway overpasses through its form and use of materials such as heavy timber and metal girders. The roof line expresses
the shape of early logging camp accommodation. The overall design concept for the heritage park marries the roughness of
lumber camp life and materials with clean and straightforward landscape design and sign graphics.
Interpretive Infrastructure
The following is the potential interpretive infrastructure for the site. Some can be done immediately. Others are presented as
ideas for consideration that have the potential to enrich the visitor experience, and that can be implemented over a longer
period of time.
(A Kollman)

Static interpretive features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information sign at entry
Interpretive panels integrated into the viewing platform railings at Locomotive #113
A roundhouse-inspired structural element that organizes the site, physically interprets the original roundhouse and
integrates sign panels, artifacts, public art and other interpretive elements
Railway-tie interpretive markers installed throughout the site, as needed, to tell the full story
Playground elements that reflect the forestry / railway theme
Picnic tables with design and materials that reflect the forestry / railway theme
Ongoing collection and placement of railway artifacts
Trail markers that provide trail names and directional information, and natural history / forest ecology interpretation
Interpretive pamphlet and maps

Dynamic interpretation
•
•
•
•
•

On-site volunteer to interpret the engine and forestry history
Storytelling sessions at the site by past forestry workers, railway engineers and members of the community, with changing
themes
Audio or smart-phone guides, including film and video to download
Tangible aspects of the industry, such as soot from the engine, the smell of sawdust and diesel, the sound of the steam
engine’s whistle and bell
Special events, activities and programming
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•
•

Food truck with versions of forestry camp meals
Tours to Woss Fire Lookout and Beaver Cove

Interpretive Themes
Four themes have been developed for the interpretation, with which to tell a comprehensive story about Locomotive #113
and the wider story about the forest industry in the region. The following prescription pages describe how each theme might
be interpreted, the message and the means of interpretation.

(A Kollman)

The topic column describes an aspect of the theme. Experiential objectives note what the visitor is meant to
understand or take away from the interpretation. The story outline describes briefly the proposed story material to be
presented. When developing and designing the sign panels and content, this outline will be researched and written in clear
understandable language and presented in an intriguing way. Finally, the means of expression proposes where and how the
material will be presented on the site.
The concept includes the construction of a roundhouse structure that integrates the sign panels, two panels integrated into the
viewing platform railings, vertical interpretive markers and freestanding signs as needed. A panel at the site entry would include
introductory information about the park, hours of operation and other relevant material. This panel could also hold maps and
pamphlets.
After review by the committee and during the design of the panels, it will be determined exactly how many panels will be
appropriate, as more than one topic can be included on a single panel. There could also be potentially one panel per theme. The
detailed design of the kiosks will be done to accommodate the required number of panels (likely six to eight) and these can be
prioritized and fabricated and installed over time.

(A Kollman)
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Interpretation
Phase 1: Loci #113 Interpretive Panels and Woss Lookout marker
The first two sign panels in the Woss Heritage Park series are integrated into the viewing platform and are concerned with
the interpretation of the locomotive itself. Other themes will be explored in subsequent panels, markers and artifacts located
within the new roundhouse structure and on other parts of the park site.
The use of industrial and railway related abstract imagery, artifacts, materials and words on the vertical panels below reinforce
the character, sense of place and messages in the horizontal panels.
The panels are designed to represent the concept for the heritage park that proposes an integration of the roughness of
forestry and industrial materials with clean and straightforward graphics. Industrial hardware connecting the panels to the
railing will reinforce this concept. The colour palette is adapted from the photograph at left.
Panel 1
• 12” x 48” angled horizontal panel located along the top of the lower railing facing Loci #113
• Corresponds to Topic 2 in Theme 1, Connecting the Nimpkish Valley
• Provides an introduction to the larger context of the logging railway and introduces the visitor to Woss Heritage Park
Panel 2
• 12” x 48” angled horizontal panel located along the top of the upper railing facing Loci #113
• Corresponds to Topics 2 and 3 in Theme 2, Re-imagining Loci #113
• Connects Loci #113 and its significance to the Woss community
• Engages the visitor with early locomotive technology
Woss Fire Lookout marker
• 8” x 8” vertical “railway tie” marker located north of the locomotive, where the Woss lookout can be seen
• Corresponds to Topic 4 in Theme 1, Connecting the Nimpkish Valley
• Presents the relationship between the Woss lookout and the Englewood operation
• Indicates the view to lookout and encourages visitors to hike up to the lookout
• Viewing device or binoculars at the top of the post so visitors can see Woss lookout close up
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Woss Heritage Park Theme 1: Connecting the Nimpkish Valley
Interpretive Concept
Topic

Experiential objectives

‘Namgis First
Nation

Understand the extent of
‘Namgis traditional territory

Beaver Cove
dryland sort

Understand the original
community of Beaver Cove

Story outline

Means of expression

Describe the relationship of the ‘Namgis to the
Kiosk sign panel within
Nimpkish and Kokish River watersheds and their Roundhouse structure
participation in the region’s forestry industry.
Consult with ‘Namgis First
Future interpretive
Nation to see if / how their story
markers to further
is told here
explore the culture
Kiosk sign panel on
Recount where the five camps were in the
The Englewood
Understand the extent of the
engine viewing platform
logging railway and railway and how it connected the Nimpkish Valley - Nimpkish, Camp A, Woss,
Vernon and Beaver Cove, what they were like
with photos, including a
logging camps
various camps
and how they fit into the overall Englewood
map that shows the route
logging operation.
Printed pamphlet

The scale of the dryland sort, its
purpose and connection to the
railway
Woss Fire
Lookout

Ecological impacts and cleanup
Present the relationship between
the fire lookout and the
Englewood operation
Encourage visitors to hike up to
the fire lookout

Beaver Cove began its life as an industrial
settlement with wharves, a pulp mill, shingle mill
and sawmill houses, bunkhouses, cookhouse and
other forestry-related functions.
In 1946 the waterfront at the end of the rail line
became log-sorting area.
Woss lookout was operated jointly by the
Forest Service and Canfor. It is a square building
with cupola and hip roof and is part of a wider
provincial system. There is trail to the lookout
site.

Sign panel integrated
into Roundhouse
structure with photos
and directions to Beaver
Cove viewpoint
Printed pamphlet
Interpretive marker at the
north end of the viewing
platform
Indicate view to lookout
and directions to hike
Printed pamphlet

Original tower and tent
configuration at Woss, 1949
(BCFS)
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Woss Heritage Park Theme 2: Re-Imagining Loci #113
Interpretive Concept
Topic

Experiential objectives

Story outline

Means of expression

The #113 in
myth and legend connecting to the
community

Locomotive #113 has a
profound nostalgic and historical
connection for Woss residents,
former railway workers and
others

“It’s our train!”

Kiosk sign panel on
engine viewing platform
with photos, including
quotes and stories

Locomotive
technology

Why is Locomotive #113 it so important to the
community?
What was it like to see, hear and ride on the
railway, and watch the engine haul the last
trainload of logs?

Presentation of personal photographs, stories,
art and writing about Locomotive #113 and the
Englewood railway.
An understanding of the
What are the moving parts of the engine and
complexity of the locomotive and how do they work? What is the engineering and
how it was fabricated
mechanics behind a steam locomotive?
There have been changes over time in logging
railway technology, leading to changes in the
industry and new know-how for engineers and
operators.

The locomotive
in community and
forest

An understanding of how the
overall system operated

Woss and the
locomotive

Understanding Woss Camp and
its role as the headquarters
and maintenance centre for the
railway

Engine #113 was fully integrated into the forest
harvesting process, from timber falling, loading
onto trucks, transfer to the train and trip to
Beaver Cove.
Describes what activities occurred at Woss
to service and maintain engines, and how the
roundhouse and turntable worked.
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Storytelling sessions and
art displays

Kiosk sign panel on
engine viewing platform
Interpretive marker on
the other side of the
engine
Interpretive marker on
the hill above looking
down at engine in context
Sign panel integrated into
Roundhouse structure

Sign panel integrated into
Roundhouse structure
Interpretive marker near
the “roundhouse” to
illustrate its function
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Woss Heritage Park Theme 3: We’ve Been Working on the Railroad
Interpretive Concept
Topic

Experiential objectives

Operating the
locomotive and
working on the
railway
A multicultural
work force, labour
and unions

Imagining what it was like for
local people to work on the
logging railway

The timber
companies

Story outline

Evoke the day-to-day lives of the workers, what
their jobs were, what knowledge was needed, the
dangers, what was in their lunchboxes, and how
they felt about their work.
Promote an understanding of the Like everywhere else in BC, the forest industry
make-up of the labour force and on Vancouver Island was made up of a variety
the labour context
of workers from different countries and ethnic
backgrounds.

Evolution and involvement of the
companies over time and their
impact on forestry on northern
Vancouver Island and the
province

Tell the story of working conditions and the rise
of labour unions in the forest industry.
“One of the most important operations of its
kind in British Columbia.”

Means of expression

Sign panel integrated into
Roundhouse structure

Sign panel integrated into
Roundhouse structure

Sign panel integrated into
Roundhouse structure

The story of Canfor and Western Forest
Products. Evoke the growing economic influence
of the ‘Namgis First Nation in the local forest
industry.
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Woss Heritage Park Theme 4: Treasuring the Forest Lands
Interpretive Concept
Topic

Experiential objectives

Story outline

Means of expression

‘Namgis First
Nation and the
forest lands

Understanding the relationship
of the ‘Namgis to the forest
resource

‘Namgis has a long history of forest resource
use as is evident by the hundreds of Culturally
Modified Trees (CMTs) which have been
documented within the Nation’s core territory.
Within ‘Namgis Territory CMTs are found on a
variety of tree species including red and yellow
cedar, Sitka spruce, balsam fir and western
hemlock.1

Sign panel integrated into
Roundhouse structure

Forest ecology
and sustainable
forestry

Explain the overall concept of
the ecology of the forest in the
region

Different tree species are used for different
forest products, and some are unique to the
place, such as “Nimpkish quality” fir.

or plants

(A Kollman)

Interpretive markers
along trails or elsewhere
to further explore the
‘Namgis relationship to
the forest, native names
for natural features and
plants etc.
Sign panel integrated into
The Nimpkish Valley supports a variety of tree
species including western and mountain hemlock, Roundhouse structure
with photos and
Douglas fir, western red cedar, yellow-cypress,
illustrations of the forest
balsam and minor components of sitka spruce,
lodgepole pine, and deciduous species.
Identify any unique trees

Sustainable forest practices in harvesting and
replanting are undertaken by Western Forest
Products.

1

Interpretive markers
along trails to identify
and describe forest
components

http://www.namgis.bc.ca/natural-services/forestry/
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Woss Heritage Park Images
Interpretive Concept
The images on these
pages are meant to
provide visual ideas
for some of the
components proposed
in the interpretive plan.
The overall concept
for the heritage park
marries the roughness
of lumber camp life and
materials with clean
and straightforward
graphics.
Railway tie interpretive marker

Play area elements
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Woss Heritage Park
Interpretive Concept
The images on these
pages are meant to
provide visual ideas
for some of the
components proposed
in the interpretive plan.
The overall concept
for the heritage park
marries the roughness
of lumber camp life and
materials with clean
and straightforward
graphics.

Sign panels
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Woss Heritage Park Sign Kiosk Concept
Interpretive Concept This is a sketch of a conceptual idea for the sign kiosk. It is inspired in part by the infrastructure of the logging railway
trestle bridges which are elegant structures of engineering innovation. Once the concept has been reviewed, a more
refined conceptual drawing will be prepared to show how the design elements will fit together. However, a shop drawing or
construction drawing by the builder will likely be required for the final details.
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Woss Steam Appendix A: Sources
Locomotive #113
Consultation

Workshop held with residents of Woss on 08 June 2015.
Documents
British Columbia Forest Protection Division. 1969. A Handbook on Forest Fire Suppression.
British Columbia Ministry of Forests, Larry Pederson, Chief Forester. 1999. Tree Farm Licence 37, Canadian Forest Products Ltd, Rationale
for Allowable Annual Cut.
Canadian Forest Products Inc. accessed at http://www.canfor.com/our-company/our-rich-history
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 1955. Submission to the Royal Commission on Forestry.
Canfor Newsletter,Volume 9, No. 5 June/Juuly 1972.
Department of Lands and Forests. Report of the Forest Service 1948 - 1955.
Forest Tenures Branch. Woss Lookout and Access File. Offsite 91-2289 Box 18.
The Last Logging Road. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2PF-BUm7b8. 1999.
McElhanney Surveyors and Engineers. 2012. Woss Fire Lookout Structural Assessment.
Meidinger, Del and Jim Pojar. Ecosystems of British Columbia. Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Forests.
Namgis First Nation accessed at http://www.firstnations.de/fisheries/kwakwakawakw-namgis.htm
“New Logging Railroad in British Columbia.” The Timberman, August 23, 1957.
Nimpkish River Valley accessed at http://www.geog.uvic.ca/viwilds/ul-nimkishvalley.html
Powell River Forestry Museum accessed at http://www.prforestrymuseum.org/
Regional District off Mount Waddington. 2003. Regional Plan for Mount Waddington, Bylaw No. 674.
Western Forest Products Inc. accessed at http://www.westernforest.com/
Woss, Mount Cain and the Nimpkish Valley accessed at http://www.vancouverislandnorth.ca/communities/woss/
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Woss Steam Appendix B: Transcript from June 8 Working Group workshop
Locomotive #113

Community Heritage Values: Why is Steam Locomotive #113 important to you and your community?
Economic value, it can be a money maker now
We grew up with it, the engine is central to the community
“Woss has the #113”
One of the original trains in Woss. It was original in Port Alberni, Canfor bought it in 1953
It belongs in Woss. It is a very important part of the community
Magical excursions into the forest to see the logging railways in the bush, trees and plants were identified
Last operational steam logging engine and last logging railway in North America
Last logging run was in the 1980s
Key to the success of forestry in the Nimpkish Valley
There was a natural water outlet at Beaver Cove, the mainline ran from Vernon to Beaver Cove
Originally in Nimpkish Lake
Online history of the 113 locomotive
There was a book created by kids at the school about the 113, teacher was Ms. Lutz
Still valued by people who no longer live here, come back for train celebrations and logger sports
Originally there were five steam engines on the logging railway
For the RDMW - the engine is part of a long-term strategy to promote heritage in the region
It is a living heritage because there is still active logging here
It is a real and authentic link to the past
Plan to collect additional artifacts
Memories
Link to Powell River and Port Alberni
Railway overpasses
The working railway today is a tangible link to the past
Tourists from all over the world came to see the logging railway and take tours
Bunker C fuel and water; spark arrestor
Rides to Woss Lake
Engine went 20 kilometres an hour
Loss of working knowledge of how to repair the engine
No sharp turns on the mainline - not designed for logging
“War in the Woods” the forest company showed their side, changed perspective
Liability
Interpretive material in the training centre
Train tour was unique to Englewood, lasted four to five hours
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Woss Steam The site itself is the Canfor roundhouse, there from 1979-1990s - there may be old plans
Locomotive #113 Although it is a private railway it is still regulated by the federal Department of Transportation

There were five camps in the Nimpkish Valley - Nimpkish, Camp A, Woss,Vernon and Beaver Cove
It is the community’s heritage, the people here worked on the train, it is very significant
Fought to keep it here
Tie into other recreational opportunities in the region: Woss Lake, fishing, mountain biking, Woss Lake trail, Mount Payne,Vernon Lake,
Schoen Lake
Signs should be covered inside a kiosk
The locomotive itself is highly valued
Nostalgia, steam, soot in your hair
Part of the history of the valley
“It’s our train!”
Focal point of logging history
Stories for children to hear in the future
Symbol of technological changes in the forest industry
Something for new residents to learn about their community
Lots of memories
Tied to contemporary logger sports tradition
Voices
Al, the engineer and his photographs
Children’s book about the engine and the railway
Dave, Working in the Woods
Mike Gaudet, rail haul maintenance chargehand
Interpretive planning
People come specifically to see the engine
Tourists happen to discover it
Word of mouth
Free forestry tours, free oil from Petrocan
Character-defining elements
Number plate
Steam whistler - can hear on Youtube - there is the potential to re-activate it
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Woss Steam Appendix C: Steam Locomotive #113 Heritage Register Record
Locomotive #113
IDENTIFICATION
Unique F/T/P Identifier
Name of Historic Place
Other Name(s)
Formal Recognition Type
Formal Recognition Enactment
Formal Recognition Date
LOCATION
Province, Territory
Street and Street Number
Other Street and Street Number
Economic Region
District
Sub-District
Local area
Community
Cadastral Reference/Land Unit (PID)
Cartographic Identifier (Lat/Long)
DESCRIPTION
Description of Boundaries
Area (in square metres)
Number and Type of Contributing Resources
Functional Category (Original)
Functional Type (Original)
Functional Category (Current)
Functional Type (Current)
Construction Date Range (from - to)
Source of Construction Date

n/a
Woss Steam Locomotive #113
BC Register of Historic Places

British Columbia
n/a
n/a
Vancouver Island / Coast
Regional District of Mount Waddington
Mount Waddington Electoral Area D
n/a
Woss
n/a

1 Artifact
Private operation
Railway
Local government
Recreation Site
1948-1950
BC Forest Service
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Woss Steam
Locomotive #113

Significant Dates (from - to)
Associated Architect/Builder
Theme Category
Theme Type
Ownership
Website Link

n/a
Canadian Forest Products
Developing Economies
Extraction and Production
Public (Regional District)

Location of Supporting Documentation

Regional District of Mount Waddington

Cross-reference to collection
IMAGES
Image(s)
Image Description
Misc. Info (Image)
Image Type
ADMINISTRATION
Name of F/P/T Registrar
Administration - Owner Response

Current photograph
n/a
Exterior photograph

n/a
n/a
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